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'Serious Sam 2' is a first-person shooter, inspired by the game 'Wolfenstein 3D'. The game is good
and has a lot of potential, but is flawed by cheap and bad design. Everything is a little too easy, and
the over the top enemies and boss fights lose a lot of their impact and go into overkill mode. I was
able to get far enough in the game to get the achievement of the game, but failed to get the gold
version due to the fact that the game was so easy I couldn't get the far enough gold credits. My

experience of the game was like it was a beginners game. For example, I was shot in the shoulder
and I died. I then decided to try and find a powerup. The first thing I did was to grab a yellow energy

pack and a red health pack from a dead body. I grabbed them from a corpse, when I actually just
wanted to use them on something. The death animation for a Cossack is a pretty funny one. The

enemy has a death pose, and the character dies with a head pops up in the middle of its body. It is
the equivalent of a gun. /Fire /Fire /Fire /Fire /Fire /Fire /Fire /Fire /Fire /Fire /Fire /Fire /Fire /Fire /Fire

/Fire /Fire My problem with Serious Sam 2 is that it is extremely easy. This can be because the
enemies give you health or it could be because the weapons are too powerful. Either way, the

Cossack cannot seem to die and the Metalheads can kill you within seconds. Another problem is that
the enemies don't really feel distinct. Many of the enemies look the same, some have the same

weapons, and they don't really feel like real enemies. They just don't feel right as they feel too easy,
and shouldn't be able to kill you as easily as they do. The bosses are fun, although most of them are

way too easy. The respawn system is also very annoying as it makes the game far too easy for a
game that's designed to be a challenge. My four star review of the game is due to the fact that the
game is well made. The team of developers and voice actors have done a great job with the game.
However, the gameplay, level design, and weapon design just aren't good enough. In 6d1f23a050
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